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Aha! I caught a fish!

a

a little bit of kelp

a grazing sheep

ke

shi

try this sauce

sa

the pigeon is cooing

ku

o

surfing in the ocean

ka

a swimming carp

a happy monkey

ki

ko

a fresh coconut

a bathing elephant

3

a flowing stream
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e

Aha! I caught a fish!a flowing streamI think I have the flu 

a bathing elephant

I have the flu

I love surfing in the oceana swimming carp

a very happy monkeythat pigeon wonʼt stop cooinga little bit of kelp

a fresh coconuttry this sauce
a grazing sheep



I’m a superhero!

su

send a letter

se

I’m so scared of snakes

so

this tall to ride

ta

a cheerful face

chi

a tsunami

tsu

a needle and thread

ni

a very long noodle

nu

nautilus live in the ocean

 fishing with a net

ne

na

Ouch! My toe!

to

a roll of tape

te
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18 17 16

21 20 19

24 23 22

a big yawn

moo says the cow

the hog is home

dogs can hear very well

you must be this tall to ride

Iʼm a superhero!
send a letter

I am so scared of snakes

a cheerful face
a tsunami is a giant wave

a roll of tape
Ouch! My toe!nautilus live in the ocean

a needle and threada very long noodleIʼm fishing with a net



I’m a superhero!

su

this tall to ride

ta

a needle and thread

ni

a roll of tape

te

I won this medal

me

a big yawn

ya

a motorcycle

mo

itʼs my grandma

ma

moo says the cow

mu

meet a mummy

mi

the hog is home

ho

a little hen

he

a cloud over Mt. Fuji

fu

dogs can hear very well

hi

that grave is haunted

ha

Did you notice that?

no27 26 25

30 29 28

33 32 31

36 35 34

Did you notice that?that grave is haunteddogs can hear very well

a cloudy day on Mt. Fuji
a little hen

the hog is home

hereʼs my grandmameet a mummy
moo says the cow

I won this medal
what kind of motorcycle is that?a big yawn



It’s the Loch Ness  
monster again!

n

bunnies in a burrow

ro

I woke up refreshed

(w)o

a water fountain

wa

rest in bed

re

a mama kangaroo

ru

tasty yakitori

ri

a zebra relaxing

ra

Can you yo-yo?

yo

a unicorn is useful

yu39 38 37

42 41 40

45 44 43

46

a unicorn is usefulcan you yo-yo?

some animals live in a burrow

rest in bed a mama kangaroo tasty yakitori

a water fountainI woke up refreshed

Nessie is the legendary 
Loch Ness Monster

a relaxing zebra


